
NAME:___________________________________ YEAR:______ MAKE:________ MODEL:_________

ADDRESS:_________________________________ VIN:_______________________________________

CITY:____________________ ZIP:___________ MILEAGE:_________________ TAG:____________

PHONE:___________________________________ VEHICLE COLOR:_____________________________

SERVICE REQUESTED

___ ENGINE OIL/FILTER SERVICE      ___ VALVE CLEARANCE SERVICE                  ___ BRAKE SYSTEM SERVICE

___ TIRE/WHEEL SERVICE      ___ CONTROL CABLE LUBE/ADJUST                  ___ OEM SERVICE INTERVAL

___ FINAL DRIVE SERVICE      ___ SUSPENSION SERVICE(S)

___ BATTERY /CHARGING SYSTEM      ___ FUEL SYSTEM SERVICE

DRIVEABILITY

___ENGINE CRANKS OVER     ___INTERMITTENT MISFIRE                  ___ CLUNK NOISE

___ENGINE DOES NOT CRANK OVER     ___STALL (DIES) → (RESTARTS) Y__ N__                  ___ CLICK NOISE

___BOGG OR SPUTTER     ___VIBRATION → ___SPEED                  ___ GRIND NOISE

THROTTLE = LOW___  MID___ HIGH___

OTHER CONCERNS/SERVICES NEEDED

I hereby authorize the repair work herein set forth to be done by you, together with the furnishing by you of the necessary parts

and other material for such repair, and agree: that you are responsible for any delays caused by unavailability or delayed

availability of parts or materials for any reason; that you neither assume nor authorize any other person to assume for you any

liability in connection with such repair; that you shall not be responsible  for loss of or damage to the above vehicle, or articles

left in therein, in case of fire, theft or other causes beyond your controls; that an express mechanic's lien is hereby acknowledged

on the above vehicle on streets, highways or elsewhere for purpose of testing  and/or inspecting such vehicle.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES  The sell, hereby expressly disclaims all warranties, either expressed or implied, including any  

implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, and neither assumes nor authorizes any other person to

assume for it any liability in connection with the sale of said products.

THUNDER PRO PERFORMANCE WILL NOT BE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED BY ENGINE/SUSPENSION MODIFICATIONS



PERFORMED AS A CUSTOMER REQUEST

Storage Fees of $30.00 per day will be charged on all service units not picked up in 5 days of notification

Customer Signature____________________________________________________ Date_____________


